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The scenarios

• “I’m a new graduate student and I’m not sure how 

to do a literature search”

• “I’ve been into research for sometime now but I 

spend too much time to get the articles I want”

• “I want to start a new research project. How can I 

get the relevant literature in the shortest possible 

time?”

 If you have similar concerns, this module may 

help you to do an effective literature search



What is Web of Science?

Features Benefits and Applications

Easy to use search interface – designed for 

different abilities/uses levels/types of 

searching, enabling fast and effective 

searching of the literature

Multidisciplinary – over 11,261 high quality 

journals selected from around the world

Over 100 years of citation information

Alerting functionality

Analysis and refinement tools

Export to bibliographic software

Full text – Link to the primary literature 

sources

Citation Map – Totally new features 

enhancing discovery process

Quickly identify relevant articles and save 

time

Follow the path and direction of today’s 

hottest ideas and concepts

Determine if a theory has been confirmed, 

changed or improved

Track a topic through years of research, find 

related records quickly and easily without 

having to understand changes in terminology

Quickly identify the most influential 

papers/researches in a particular area and 

uncover seminal research of an important 

theory or concept



How many types of searches are available?
There are 5 types generally:

• Search: use this for normal 

keyword search such as 

Topic, title, address, 

conference, funding agency 

etc

• Cited Reference Search: 

Find articles that cite a 

person's work

• Structure Search: Search 

for chemicals using 

structure drawing

• Advance Search: Suitable 

for more complex search 

queries

• Author Finder: Systematic 

ways to retrieve sets of 

articles from one author



How to search effectively in WOS?

• For example, we want to do a search in “Japanese 

encephalitis”, a virus transmitted from mosquitoes 

and very prevalent in Southeast Asia and the Far 

East

• Annually, 30K to 50K of people are infected with 

the virus, with up to 60% of fatality rate for some 

regions in Asia

• The disease can be controlled primarily via 

vaccination

How should we begin the search?



You only know about “Japanese ence…”
but not sure how to spell “encephalitis”

•Under Topic Search, just type in “Japanese ence*” and hit  the “Search” button 

•The search will return all combinations of words begin with “ence”

•Other wildcards include: ? (if it is only one character) $ (if it is 0 to one character)

Use wildcard to 

help you!

Put an “ * ” after the 

word to retrieve all 

combinations of 

words from 0 to 

infinity characters



Refine search results to get what you want

Immediately you 

identify the word 

“encephalitis” from 

your search results!

Note that 

ence* will get 

you:

•Encephalitis

•Encephalic

•Encephala

•Enceinte

•… etc



Want to retrieve the right results?

• “Japanese Encephalitis” is a type of disease, which 
used to be called “Japanese B Encephalitis”

• Use inverted commas to get the exact words 

Use inverted 

commas “ … ” to get 

the exact terms



Use Search History to combine your search 
results

The total results 

records found



Use Refine to retrieve only the relevant

Why use Refine Results?

• To quickly get the articles on specific subject 
areas, document types, authors, source titles, 
publication years, conferences, institutions, 
etc

• Read only the relevant and important

• Be focus on a subject of interest (narrow your 
search!)

• Save time not to browse irrelevant articles



Sort the results to get the popular article

Why use Sort by?

• To identify the most popular 
(highly cited) article in a field 
of study

• Time is limited, read the 
“most cited” articles first

• Identify the important authors

• Save time



Understand the publication pattern – Create 
Citation Report

Citation Report helps you to answer:

• The citation trend and publication pattern 
the development of the field of study

• Is the subject currently active or is it stagnant 
(no research breakthrough) or no longer a 
subject of interest?

• Is it worthwhile to start a new project in the 
area?

• Is it likely to get funded or approved in my 
proposal?



To explore what’s hidden in the data –
Analyze Results

Analyze your 

search results 

up to 100,000 

records



“Author”

-enable to track prolific researcher

-click in to see the rate of published 

article

-click in to see the year published

-check for respective institution

-strategic recruitment

-advisory member selection

“Institution Name”

-prolific institution

-click in to see the rate of published 

article

-click in to see the year published

-Check for respective researcher

-strategic collaboration



“Source Title”
• Important journals for 

this area of study
• Check where your users 

publish in
• What are the most 

popular journals 
researchers in this area 
like to publish

• Identify journals for 
subscription

“Subject Area”

• Identify research focus of a 

country, institution or author

• Identify cross disciplinary 

research

• Check how a methodology 

is being used by other 

categories

• Identify new area of 

research and opportunities



• The language of science is always changing

• New concepts and terminology continue to evolve

• Keyword searching alone will never maximize 

retrieval of critical information

How to Discover?

• Cited Reference Search

• KeyWords Plus

• Related Records



Literature Citation Information – Driving Discovery of 
“CLOSE Art”

2002 2004

2000
1998

2001

1993

2003

2008

2004

1998

2000

1994

2005

 Citing 

From citations analysis users can navigate

• Backward in time via Cited References

• Forward in time via Times Cited

• Via Related Records to find relevant papers

Cited 
References

Times 
Cited

Related 

Records

Time



Navigate backward in time 

to uncover an author’s prior 

influences
Navigate Forward to 

discover a paper’s impact 

on current research

Find Related Records: 

Retrieve articles which cited 

the same references

Get more information 

directly from NCBI

KeyWords Plus: Identify 

relevant keywords due to 

changes of terminology



You will be surprised to find out that an article in Virology has 

applications in:

• Immunology

• Infectious Diseases

• General and Internal Medicine

• Research and Experimental Medicine

• Microbiology

• Neurosciences

• Pediatrics

• Tropical Medicine

• Veterinary Sciences

• Entomology

Ten different new application fields!

 Explore the subjects’ hidden relations, 

discover undiscovered applications!



Track the development both ways (forward and backward) 
to unfold new ideas and hidden applications

• References traced back as far as 1869! 

(Backfiles is equally important)

• The base principles to support the research 

(Work trustable? Any new point to challenge?)

• Identify relevant articles in the past

• Until today, it is still actively cited (2009)

• Citation pattern: Why citations are low in year 

2005 and 2006? But high in 2007 and 2008?

• Identify relevant articles in future (new keyword, 

change of terminology)

• New applications or directions of research area?



Last note to take … 

• Effective literature search really depends on many factors, 
some of which are:

– How much you know about a subject

– Your research experience

– Guidance from mentors

– Your library resources … access to the right literature, etc

– And … differences from discipline to discipline

• Features in Web of Science (WOS) are tools to help you 
doing your search more effectively

• In simple terms … If you can complete your search effectively 
within 3 months using WOS, why bother to spend one year or 
even longer just to do similar search without WOS?

• You have a choice …

Stop Searching, Start Discovering



Thank You!

Contact Information
To view additional recorded training, please visit our website

http://science.thomsonreuters.com/training/
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http://scientific.thomsonreuters.com/training/


Need help? Contact us

For more training enquiries, please send to

ts.training.asia@thomson.com

For technical help, please direct to

If you are from: Please write to:

Japan ts.support.jp@thomsonreuters.com

Korea ts.support.korea@thomsonreuters.com

China ts.support.china@thomsonreuters.com

ANZ ts.support.anz@thomsonreuters.com

Rest of APAC (including 

SEA, HK, Taiwan, India) 

ts.support.asia@thomsonreuters.com
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